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Note: The following text of Chapter VII, "Intergovernmental
Commodity Agreements", of the draft Charter of the
proposed International Trade Organization has been
approved in Commission at the Second Session of the
Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Employment, in the light of the
recommendations of the Preparatory Committee's Legal
Drafting Committee. The text has yet to be approved
in Plenary Session.

References in this text to other parts
of the Charter retain the numbering of the New York
text (Report of the Drafting Committee of the
Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Employment E/PC/T/34). These references,
as wel' as the numbering in this Chapter itself, will
be adjusted as soon as the complete new text of the
draft Charter is approved.

SECTION A - INTRODUCTORY CONSIDERATIONS

ARTICLE 46

Difficultiès relating to primary commodities

The Members recognise that the conditions under which
some primary commodities are produced, exchanged ana consumed
are such that international trade in these commodities may be
affected by special difficulties such as the tendency towards
persistent disequilibrium between production and consumption,
the accumulation of burdensome stocks and pronounced
fluctuations in prices. These special difficulties may have
serious adverse effects on the interests of producers and
consumers, as well as widespread repercussions jeopardising
the general policy of economic expansion. The Members
recognise that such difficulties may, at times, necessitate
special treatment of the international trade in such
commodities through inter-governmental agreement.

XNote: In Article 46, in speaking of the need to adopt "special
treatment of the international trade in such commodities", the
Preparatory Committee had in mind merely that international
trade is the aspect of a particular commodity problem directly
appropriate for international treatment. It was understood,
however, that agreement regarding the treatment of the inter-
national trade in a commodity might involve agreement regarding
production or consumption of the commodity.
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ARTICLE 47

Primary and related commodities

1. For the purposes of this Chapter, the term "primary
commodity" means any product of farm, forest or fishery or any
mineral, in its natural form or which has undergone such
processing as is customarily required to prepare it for market-
ing in substantial volume in international trade.

2. The term shall also cover a group of commodities, of
which one is a primary commodity as defined in paragraph 1 of
this Article and the others are commodities (whether primary
or non-primary) which are so closely related as regards
conditions of production or utilisation, to the other
commodities in the group, that it is appropriate to deal with
them in a single agreement.

3. If, in exceptional circumstances, the Organisation finds
that the conditions set forth in Article 53 exist in the case
of a commodity which does not fall precisely under paragraphs
1 or 2 of this Article, the Organisation may decide that the
provisions of this Chapter, together with any other requirements
it may establish, shall apply to inter-governmental agreements
regarding that commodity.

ARTICLE 48

Objectives of inter-governmental commodity agreements

The embers recognise that inter-governmenntal commodity
agreements may be employed to achieve the following objectives:

(a) to prevent or alleviate the serious economic diffi-
culties which may arise when adjustments between production
and consumption cannot be affected by normal market forces
alone as rapidly as the circumstances require;

(b) to provide, during the period which may be necessary,
a framework for the consideration and development of measures
which have as their purpose economic adjustments designed to
promote the expansion oe consumption or a shift of resources
and manpower out ofover-expanded industries into new and
productive occupations;

(c) to moderate pronounced fluctuations in the price of
a primary commodity with a view to achieving a reasonable
degree of stability on .a basic of prices fair to consumers and
remunerative to efficient producers, having regard to the
desirability of securing long-term equilibrium between the
forces ot supply and demand;

(d) to maintain and develop the natural resources of the
worldand protect them from unnecessary exhaustion;

(e) to provide for the expansion of the-production of a
primary commodity where this can be accomplished with
advantage to consumers and producers;

(f) to assure the equitable distribution of a primary
commodity in short supply.
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SECTION B - INTER-GOVERNMENTAL COMMODITY AGREEMENTS IN

GENERAL

ARTICLE 49

Commodity Studies

1. Any Member which is substantially interested in the
production or consumption of, or trade in, a particular
primary commodity, and which considers that international
trade in that commodity is, or is likely to be, affected by
special difficulties, shall be entitled to ask that a stud,
of the commodity be made.

2. Unless it decides that a prima faie case has not been
established, the Organisation shall promptly invite each
Member to appoint representatives to a study group to make
a study of the commodity if the Member considers that it is
substantially interested in the production or consumption of,
or trade in, the commodity. Non-Members may also be invited.

3. The study group shall promptly investigate the
production, consumption and trade situation in regard to the
commodity, and shall report to theparticipating Governments
and to the Organisation its findings and its recommendations
as to how best to deal with any special difficulties which
may exist or may be expected to arise. The Organisation
shall promptly transmit to the Members these findings and
recommendations.

ARTICLE 5O

Commodity Conferences
1. On the basis of the recommendations of a study group,
or at the request of Members whose interest represents a
substantial part of world production or consumption of, or
trade in, a particular primary commodity, the Organisation
shall promptly convene an inter-governmental conference to
discuss measures designed to meet the special difficulties
which exist or are expected to arise. The Organisation may
also on its own initiative, call such a conference on the
basis of information agreed to be adequate; by the Members
substantially interested in the production or consumption of,
or trade in, the commodity concerned.

2. Each Member which considers that it is substantially
interested in the production or consumption of, or trade in,
the commodity concerned, shall be invited to participate in
such a conference. Non-Members may also be invited to
participate.
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ARTICLE 51

General Principles governing Inter-Governmental
Commodity Agreements

1. The Members shall observe the following principles
governing the conclusion and operation of all types of
inter-governmental commodity agreements:

(a) such agreements shall be open to participa-
tion initially by any Member on terms no less favourable
than those accorded to any other country and thereafter in
accordance with such procedure and upon such terms as may
be established in the agreement subject to approval by the
Organisation;

(b} non-Members may be invited by the Organisation to
participate in such agreements and the provisions of sub-
paragraph (a) applying to Members shall apply to any non-
Member so invited;

(c) Under such agreements there shall be equitable
treatment as between participating countries and non-
participating Members, and the treatment accorded by
participating countries to non-participating Members shall be
no less favourable than that accorded to any non-participating
non-Member, due consideration being given in each case to
policies adopted by non-participants in relation to obliga-
tions assumed and advantages conferred under the agreement;

(d) such agreements shall include provision for
adequate participation of countries substantially interested
in the importation or consumption of the commodity as well
as those substantially interésted in its exportation or
production;

(e) full publicity shall be given to any inter-govern-
mental commodity agreement proposed or concluded, to the
statements of considerations and objectives advanced by the
proposing Members, to the nature and development of measures
adopted to correct the underlying situation which gave rise
to the agreement and, periodically, to the operation of the
agreement.

2. The Members, including Members not parties to a
particular commodity agreement, shall give favourable considera-
tion to any recommendation made under such agreement for
expanding consumption of the commodity in questions.

ARTICLE 52

Types ofAgreements
1. For the purposes of this Chapter, there shall be
recognised two classes of inter-governmental commodity agree-
ments:

(a) commodity control agreements as defined
in this Article; and
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() other inter-governmental commodity agreements.

2. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 5 of this Artiole,
a commodity control agreement is an inter-governmental agree-
ment which involves:

(a) the regulation of production or the quantitative
control of exports or imports of a primary commodity and which
has the purpose or might have the effect. of reducing, or
preventing an increase in, the production of, or trade in, that
commodity; or

(b) the regulation of prices.

3. The Organisation shall, on the request of a Member, a
study group or a commodity conference, decide whether an
existing or proposed inter-governmental agreement is a commodity
control agreement within the meaning of paragraph 2 of this
Article.

4. (a) Commodity control agreements shall be subject to all
the provisions of this Chapter.

(b) Other inter-governmental commodity agreements shall
be subject to the provisions of this Chapter other than those
of Section C. If, however, the Organisation decides that an
agreement which involves the regulation of production or the
quantitative control of exports or imports is not a commodity
control agreement within the meaning of paragraph 2 of this
Article, it shall prescribe the provisions of Section C, if any,
to which that agreement shall conform.

5. The Organisation may decide that an existing or proposed
inter-governmental agreement which has the purpose of
securing the co-ordinated expansion of aggregate world
production and consumption of a primary commodity is not a
commodity control agreement oven though the agreement contains
provision for the-future application of minimum prices.
However, any such agreement shall be deemed to be a commodity
control agreement and shall conform to all the provisions of
Section C from the date on which its minimum price provisions
become operative.

6. The Members undertake not. to enter into any new
commodity control agreement, unless ït has been recommended by
a conference called in accordance with Article 50. If, in an
exceptional case, there has been unreasonable delay in the
proceedings of the study group or of the commodity conference,
Members substantially interested in the production or
consumption of, or trade in, a particular primary commodity,
may proceed by direct negotiation to the conclusion of an
agreement, provided that it conforms to the other provisions
of this Chapter..



SECTION C - INTER-GOVERNMENTAL COMMODITY
CONTROL AGREEMENTS

ARTICLE 53

Circumstances Governing the Use of Commodity Control Agreements

1. The Members agree that commodity control agreerments may
be employed only when it is determined that:

(a) a burdensome surplus of a primary commodity has
developed or is expected to develop, which, in the
absence of specific governmental action, would cause
serious hardship to producers among when are small
producers who account for a substantial portion of the
total output, and that these conditions could not be
corrected by normal market forces in time to prevent
such hardship, because, characteristically in the case
of the primary commodity concerned, a substantial
.reduction in rice does not readily lead to a
significant increase in consumption or to a significant
decrease in production; or

(b) widespread unemployment or under-employment in
connection with a prirmary commodity, arising out of
difficulties of the kind referred to in Article 46,
has developed or is expected to develop, which, in. the
absence of specific governmental action, would not be
corrected by normal market forces in time to prevent
widespread and undue hardship to workers because,
characteristically in the case of the industry concerned,
a substantial reduction in price does not readily lead
to a significant increase in consumption but to a
reduction of employment, and because areas in which the
commodity is produced in substantial quantity do not
afford alternative employment opportunities for the
workers involved.

2. Determinations under this Article shall be made through
the Organization by consultation and agreement among Meribers
substantially interested in the commodity concerned.

ARTICLE 4

Additional Principles Governing Commodity Control Agreements

The Members shall observe the following principles
governing the conclusion and operation of commodity control
agreements in addition to those stated in Article 51:

(a) such agreements shall be designed to assure the
availability of supplies adequate at all times for world demand
at reasonable prices* and, when practicable, shall provide for
measuress designed to expand world consumption of the commodity;

* Note: It is recognized that the term "reasonable" as applying
to prices in sub-paragraph (a) is to be interpreted as in
Article 48(c).
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(b) under such agreements, participating countries which are
largely interested in imports of the commodity concerned shall,
in decisions on substantive matters, have together a number of
votes equal to that of those largely interested in obtaining
export markets for the commodity. Any participating country,
which is largely interested in the commodity but which does
not fall precisely under either ot the above classes, shall
have an appropriate voice within such classses;

Note:

Under sub-paragraph (b) it is intended:
ti) that there shall be no more than two groups of

countrios within an agreement, and that the
principle or "equal voice" in substantive Matters
shall apply as between them;

(ii) that countries which are large producers and
consumersof the commodity concerned, but which
are not s.large exporters or importers, shall have
un appropriate voice.

It is recommended that any difference on voting
arranegements which cannot be settled in a commoodity
conference should be dealt with in the same manner as
laid down in Article 57(b) for the settlement of
differences concerning commodity control agreements.

(c) such agreements shall make appropriate provision to
afford increasing opportunities for satisfying national
consumption and world market.requirements from sources from
which such requirements, can be supplIed in the most affective
and economic manner, due regard being, had to the need for
prevonting serious economic and social dislocation and to the
position of producing areas suffering from abnormal
disabilities;

(d) participating countries shall formulate and adopt programmes
of internal economic adjustment believed to be adequate to
ensure as much progress us practicable within the duration of
the agreement towards solution of the commodity problem
involved.

ARTICLE 55:
administration of Commodity Control Agreements

1. Bach commodity control agreement shall provide for the
establishmentof a govering body, herein referred to as a
CommodityCouncil, which shall operate in conformity with the
provisions of this Article.

2. Each participating country shall be entitled to have one
representative on the Commodity Council. The voting power of the
representatives shall be determined in such a way as to conform
with the provisions of Article 54(b).

3. The Organization shall be entitled to appoint a non-votingrepresentative to each Commodîty Council and ,ay invite any
competent inter-governmental organization to nominate a non-
voting representative for appoïntment to a Commodity Council.
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4. Each Commodity Council shall appoint a non-voting, chairman
who, if the Council so reqiuests, may be nominated by the
Organization.

5. The Secretariat of each Commodity Council shall be
appointed by the Council after consultation with the Organization.

6. Each Commodity Council shall adopt approriate rules of
procedures and regulations regarding its activities. The
Organization may at any time require their amendement if it
finds that they are inconsistent with the provisions of this
Chapter.

7. Each Commodity Council shall make periodic reports to the
Organization on th, operation of the .agreement which it
administers. In addition it shall make such special reports
as the Organization may require or as the Council. itself
considers to be of value to the Organization.

8. The expenses of a Commodity Council shall be borne by the
participating countries.

9. When an agreement is terminated, the Organi.ation shall
take charge of the archives and statistical material of the
Commodity Council.

ARTICLE 56

Initial Term, Review and Renewal of Commodity Control Agreements

1. Commodity control agreements shall be concluded for a
period of not more than five years. Any renewal of a commodity
control agreeement, including agreements referred to in paragraph
1 of Article 59, shall be for a period not exceeding five years.
The provisions of such renewed agreements shall conform. to the
Provisions of this Chapter.

2. Periodically, at intervals not greater than three years,
the Organization shall prepare and publish a review of the
operation of each agreement in the light of the principles set
forth in this Chapter. Moreover, a commodity control agreement
shall provide that, if the Organization decides that its
operation has failed substantially to conform to the principles
laid down in this Chapter, participating countries shall either
revise the agreement to conform to the principles or terminate
it.

3. Commodity control agreements shall include provisions
relating to withdrawal of any party.

ARTICLE 57

Settlement of Disputes

Each commodity control agreement shall provide that:

(a) any question or difference concerning the
interpretation of the provisions of the agreement or
arising out of its operation shall be discussed
originally by the Commodity Council;
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(b) if the question or difference cannot be resolved
by the Council in the terns of the agreement, it shall
be referred by the Council to the Organization which
shall apply the procedure set forth in Chapter VIII
with appropriate adjustments to cover the case of non-
Members.
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SECTION D - M ;CELLMMOUS PlPJVISION\,S

ARUTICLUE, 5

Rc-lai, ans srit. Inr1QQ-pfov'rnrsç nt,:1' Orwn,±izSl,,; t tcris

WJi.th thû object of ersiurirc' apprapriLt~ ca-'yeratian in
matterss rolatinr: to inter-bovarn-inriti1 co,;.iodity a ear.cnts,
any int rr-Covirnr.1cInta1aranization, which iz dv`C:2:IO to be coin-
petent by Lha OrCanizaticm, such as the FoDd and iA :riciltiiro
OrZxniza tion,s.;h.al be entitlcdl

(a) to attend any study eroup or cor.:nioa'.ity cinforüncae,

(b) to ask that a study of' u irrinary coLcaodity b- ,-ade,

(c) to :;ibinit to the Organizatiori an,' rU1ova1it study ci'
a l'rir.,a.ry coincr1dity, an1d, on the baz i thOr; of, to ro-
co:l:ei:Inr1 i;s the Organi:ctitîon th:it fui'u2her studylI of '-1

co..tL-odity be riade or that a co.c3.lit' c'nfcar ne1Oc bc
Colivonod.

ARTICLE 59

Olirrati aDii ?ofI'emor s repn.rrini- existinrr ;xnnrd i o±Coniniodity

1. 'Mer,bcrs shall transmit ta tha Orç ani atîan the full text
of each inter--,ovcrn.rLntal cam2aclity a1,reezont in whîch they are
participating at the tima they beco;ie .-i:ibors of the Or.raniza-
tion. LIci-.bors shall ter:-,nsnmi ta tho rr anlzatian .: .:;riato
infor nationn ragardinrg the formulation, iroviLsions arid oi:>aratior
of such asrhallnts. :le::bcrs shail confoarm with the cThcisioris
madb by the GrËanization regL;rrng thiir ccnitinuorld Participation
in any such intcr-govern-nantal ca,:unodity a::reenc-rnt which, after
review by the Organization, shalA' have beorL found to be inzon-
sistent with the provisions of this Charpter.

2. Meribars shall transit ta the Or,-ania,,tion apprapriato
inforlia^tiari ré^:`I'din:' ,lany najjtintiOns inl v.'hich Liio:'re :n-
ticipating at the tine tho-.ba :Ùar&10oe1 C_' -'' ranizat:h'%
for thc conclusion f an intcr-,avarrir.onti com;rI1it.cI'.OmrIt,
Morbcers shxll conforii: with decisiaris made by the Oroailization
regarding their continueci participation in any such :-eaotiatiaris.
The Or-anizztion nzay dispense with the requiro:fantsof . study
group or a commodity conference, if it finds th,::, unnacazsary
in the Mi'1ht of the n-a2tiations.

AliTiLE (O

Târr!toril- Aprlilcatlon

For the purposes of this Chnapter, th,- trroms 'h r' and
"non-Mo.ibo3r" shall rican resp)cctivaly a 'Mombur anilnan-;Ibr!ibor
of the Or-anization with its dependent territories. I a Uembar
or non-Mleribr and its dependent territoaies for-, aat:rouI'7 of
which a a or more units are nainiy intorestùeo: ii thcj axa:port Oc
a coa.-iodity and one or more in tho import of thec,.:.mod:Lty,
there may be cithor joint represuntation for ailee territories
within the ,rcup or, where it i.s sa dosirod, sepiate ronresrta-
tion for the territories mainly interested in exaortat.on and
separate roprcscntation for the territories r-.ainly intorostcd in
importation.
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ARTICLE 61

Exceptions to Provisions Relating to Inter-governmental
Commodity Agreements

1. The provisions of this Chapter shall not apply:

(a) to any bilateral inter-governmental agreement
relating to the purchase and sale of a commodity
falling under Section E of Chapter V;

(b) to any, inter-governmental commodity agreement
involving no more than one exporting country and
no more than one importing country, and not covered
by sub-paragraph (a) above; Provided that if, upon
complaint of a non-participating Member, the Organi.-
sation finds that the interests of that Member are
seriously prejudice by the agreement, the agreement
shall become subject to such provisions of this
Chapter as the Organization .ay prescribe;

(c) to those provisions of any inter-governmental
commodity agreement which are necessary for the
protection of public morals or of human, animal or
plant lilfeor health; Provided that such agreements
are not used to accomplish results inconsistent with
the objectives of Chapter 'Vi or Chapter VII.

2. The provisions of Articles 149 and 50 and of Section C of
this Chapter shall not apply to inter-governmental commodity
agreements found by the Organization to relate solely to the
equitable distribution of commodities in short supply.

3. The provisions of Section C of this Chapter shaIl not
apply to commodity control agreements found by the Organization
to relate solely to the conservation of exhaustible natural
resources.


